THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MEMORY OF WATER
By Steve Gamble
There have been many interesting scientific developments relating to the consciousness of plants/vegetables and
the energy interaction between all living things. They demonstrate that ALL of Nature responds to pain, the
emotion of love or hate and has ‘memory/consciousness’ which can be shared across the species barrier.
Backster demonstrated plants could identify a ‘murderer’; Sauvin, how he could control a model aeroplane by
transmitting his thoughts to a plant; Vogel, that plants with fleshy leaves and a high water content were easiest
to communicate with and influence; how rock music proved detrimental to the well being of living matter,
whilst classical music proved beneficial; how radio waves were used to relieve farmers crops of unwanted
pests…and much more too1.
All living things, therefore, are able to communicate with and influence each other on some
subliminal/subconscious level. This may well be due to the amazing property of water. A water molecule has a
north and a south pole and is separated by a dipole length. Similar if you like to a magnet. Therefore, water has
memory and the ability to store information in the same way that a magnetic cassette tape or videotape records
information. The science of biophysics has shown that even when they dilute a solution to D200, which is
1:10200 they can not only measure the electromagnetic frequency of the original substance introduced at this
dilution, but they can also photograph the energy field of this substance too2. See images below. Water also
has the ability to share information from and with all living things.

The remarkable work of Schweitzer and Masaru Emoto also confirms that water is easily influenced and altered
by our thoughts, prayers, sound, words and so much more. Schweitzer photographs the biophotons (amount of
Light/Energy) in water, while Emoto and his team of scientists photograph the crystalline structure of water.
Both have carried out many before and after tests to demonstrate the positive or negative effects of various
conditions, sounds, prayers and products can have upon the memory/structure of water.
Schweitzer: The photograph to the left is of the
amount of biophotons present in typical London
tap water. There is little Light present in this
water; therefore this water would be classed as
‘lifeless’ from an energy point of view. Contrast
this with the photograph to the right of London tap
water after being energised by Equilibra’s
Universal Harmoniser. The amount of biophotons
present is enormous compared with the before image. This water is highly energised and when consumed would
share this energy/light with the body, whereas the other water would likely deplete our energy supplies.
Emoto: The photograph to the left is the crystalline
structure formed in Distilled Water.
The photograph to the right is how the crystalline
structure – memory – of distilled water has been
adversely affected by the energy and information
encoded in heavy metal music.
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These are the crystalline structures formed in
distilled water after being energised by
Equilibra’s Universal Harmoniser, courtesy
of Masaru Emoto and his staff at the I.H.M.
Research Institute.

For more details visit: http://www.adhikara.com/water.html , http://www.hado.net/ ,
http://www.equilibra.uk.com and http://www.equilibra.uk.com/sac.shtml
It is fundamentally apparent from the work of physicists, Schweitzer, Emoto and that of the late Jacques
Benveniste, that water can be easily influenced in many ways, positively or negatively, and water can share this
memory/information with all living things, playing a crucial role in human life, and the life of Earth too. The
Earth and humans are composed of around 75% water. As such, our internal and external watery environment is
one huge communications centre and memory bank of information. Water IS consciousness!3 Of course, our
ancestors knew this thousands of years ago referring to water as the consciousness and/or emotion of Mother
Earth.
To some people the idea that water has memory may seem crazy. Yet the truth of this is in front of us all. If we
use a wet oven glove to take out a hot casserole dish from the oven we will burn ourselves. Why? Because water
conducts – stores and shares – the heat/energy from the casserole dish to our hands. Likewise, if we were daft
enough to use a hair drier in the bath and inadvertently drop it into the water, we would be electrocuted because
water stores and shares the electricity with us; it is a wonderful conductor of electricity/energy/information.
So just how important is water in health? If we look at our cellular environment we find that DNA lies in the
centre of every living cell and is surrounded by water (intracellular fluid). DNA is composed of Light and emits
photons (called biophotons in biological systems) – particles/waves of light/energy that contain
information/instructions – which are transmitted to the biophysical aspect of our cell through our intracellular
fluid. This is how our cells receive their instructions on how to behave, replicate and so forth. Physicists have
established that this Light from our DNA controls the body’s biological and biochemical processes. This
communication between our DNA and our cells is vital to maintaining the natural equilibrium (homeostasis) of
the body and is only possible due to waters ability to store and share energy/information. This inner energy
(light) also expands outwards through our internal watery environment, finally extending outside of the physical
body courtesy of the water molecules in the air around us, forming the Auric/Biophysical Field.
Photons are important to the Earth too. Energy from the Sun in the form of Photons plays an important role in
the Earth’s Hydrological Cycle, as well as being converted by the Earth’s atmosphere into the requisites for
life, light and heat. The hydrological cycle is a natural process by which the Earth cleanses and purifies its
waters, a process that is now under threat from Global Dimming. Photons from the Sun warm up the Earth’s
waters and water molecules evaporate and rise into the upper atmosphere where they are cleansed, then cooled,
eventually falling back to Earth again as rain. However, today, due to particle-pollutants in our atmosphere and
clouds, many of these valuable photons from the Sun are being reflected back out into Space and so the Earth’s
waters are not evaporating as much as they used, or ought, to. Also, the Earth is cooling as a result, only Global
Warming masks this simple fact. As a result of Global Dimming we have more water coming down from the
heavens than water vapour rising up. This could explain our recent adverse weather patterns and floods, and if
not corrected, these changes to the Earth’s delicately balanced eco-system could have serious repercussions for
us all.
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The ‘memory’ of water - its ability to store and share information - is the key to explaining and understanding
many of today’s so-called esoteric mysteries, ESP, psychic phenomena, telepathy, remote viewing and
especially ‘past-life’ experiences. The ‘memory’ of water also has other profound implications too. The
Universe is replete with water, and the Earth much more so, therefore All our thoughts, emotional fears, likes
and dislikes, beliefs etc., from time immemorial have been, and continue to be, stored as a memory and/or
emotion in the external watery environment of the Earth and beyond. As the human body is an open radio
transmitter and receiver, we naturally interact with Earth energies and these externally stored
‘memories/consciousness’, as we do with man-made EMFs, radio and microwave radiation too. The
implications this can have upon our health and spirituality will be explored in a future article.
The Memory of water could be our Odyssey to a greater understanding.
Resources & Further reading:
1. Shopping For Spirit – The Search For Truth Part Five
2. Healing Energy And Water
3. Shopping For Spirit Articles Parts Three onwards

